This article introduces the EIA/CDIF set of standards for the modeling of information systems and its exchange among computer-aided software tools of different vendors. It lays out the metametamodel and the standardized metamodels which are fully depicted in a hierarchical layout and annotated with the unique identifiers of all the standardized modeling concepts. The article also stresses the fact that EIA/CDIF has been used as the baseline in the creation of an international standard, the ISO/CDIF set of models, an ongoing project.
INTRODUCTION
The American industries association, Electronic Industries Association (EIA; since January 1st, 1999 called the Electronic Industries Alliance), started the effort for standardizing the exchange of model data created with different computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tools in 1987. The EIA/CDIF (CDIF is an acronym for CASE Data Interchange Format) standardization group encompassed vendor companies including, IBM, Platinum, and ORA-CLE, as well as companies such as Aerospatiale and Boeing. Both the producers of CASE tools and the users deploying these CASE tools met to create the means for exchanging model data between CASE tools of different vendors. On average there were between four and six week-long meetings organized per year for carrying out the standardization work. The draft documents were edited in between meetings and then reviewed at subsequent meetings.
In 1991 the first set of standards was issued by EIA/CDIF, defining an overview of and the framework for the EIA/CDIF architecture, which basically consisted of the meta-metamodel, which defines the concepts available for creating EIA/CDIF metamodels. Such metamodels in turn specify the available concepts for creating models and as long as the metamodel definition is shared among CASE tool makers, models being instances of metamodels can be exchanged. EIA/CDIF metamodels are created for so-called subject areas such as conceptual data modeling or dataflow modeling with the intention of capturing the core semantics of all modeling variants available for such an area. It is interesting to note that from the very beginning the ability to extend EIA/CDIFcompliant metamodels was of paramount importance to the standardization group.
In 1994 a revised version of the EIA/CDIF meta-metamodel "Framework for Modeling and Extensibility" [EIA 1994b; Flatscher 1997a ] together with a recensioned overview "CASE Data Interchange Format-Overview" [EIA 1994a; ISO/IEC 1988a,b] was standardized and drew from the experiences gained in creating EIA/CDIF metamodels. In addition a clear-text exchange format was finalized, where the general rules were laid out in the document "CDIF Transfer Format-General Rules for Syntaxes" [EIA 1994c; ISO/IEC 1998c] ; the syntax for such exchanges was laid out in "SYNTAX. 1" [EIA 1994d; ISO/IEC 1998d] and the encoding in "ENCODING. 1" [EIA 1994e; ISO/IEC 1998e] . 1 In this series of standards the very first, the founding EIA/CDIF metamodel "Foundation" [EIA 1994f; ISO/IEC 1998f] was standardized, which has to be referred to in all EIA/CDIF compliant metamodels.
In subsequent years additional standards were finalized by EIA/CDIF. In 1995 the "Common Subject Area" [EIA 1995; ISO/IEC 1998g] was created, which contains all concepts the EIA/CDIF group thought may be applicable to more than one metamodel. The EIA/CDIF metamodel standard "Data Modeling" [EIA 1996a; ISO/IEC 1998h] covers the subject area of conceptual data modeling, including complex relationship types. The EIA/CDIF metamodel standard "Data Flow" [EIA 1996; ISO/IEC 1998i] defines the concepts available for creating dataflow models and the standardized "Presentation and Location Subject Area" [EIA 1996c ] which is concerned with exchanging graphical representations of models in a three-dimensional space. In addition to these official standards there exist drafts for the subject areas "Data Definition," "ObjectOriented Analysis and Design Core," "Business Process Modeling," "State Event Modeling," "Project Management Planning and Scheduling," and "Computer Aided Control Systems Design."
In 1997 an additional means for exchanging model data was created as an EIA/CDIF standard, called "OMG IDL Bindings" [EIA 1997; Flatscher 1997b ]. This particular standard defines CORBA IDL compliant interfaces for the • R. G. Flatscher Table I . Four-Layer Architecture
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EIA/CDIF meta-metamodel and the founding EIA/CDIF metamodel "Foundation" as well as the rules for creating the appropriate definitions for additional EIA/CDIF compliant metamodels. With the help of this standard metamodels and model data can be distributed. As a result it is possible to make them available via networks and because of the defined interfaces to allow for discovering and inspecting metamodel definitions as well as model data in real time. Because of the definition of appropriate interfaces it is possible to query and set model data as well. In addition to creating the EIA/CDIF standards the different members of the standardization group established relationships with other standardization bodies and groups. One result of this work yielded an European ECMA standard in 1997, "Portable Common Tool Environment (PCTE)-Mapping from CASE Data Interchange Format (CDIF) to PCTE" [Burst et al. 1998a ]. Another very important official liaison was established with the "Software Engineering Data Description and Interchange" (SEDDI) working group of ISO: ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7/WG11. This particular group has been working on an international version of EIA/CDIF, dubbed "ISO/CDIF." Informal contacts were established with ANSI (X3L8, X3H4), ECMA (TC33:PCTE), IEEE (P1175), and OMG (MOF/UML/SMIF which created the XMI set of standards).
In 1998 EIA/CDIF turned the baseline of its standards and drafts over to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7/WG11 2 and finished its active work on additional EIA/CDIF standards. All EIA/CDIF standards are available from EIA.
THE EIA/CDIF ARCHITECTURE
The EIA/CDIF architecture follows a four-layer scheme as depicted in Table I and resembles the architecture which originally was devised for ANSI's "Information Resource Dictionary System" [ANSI 1989 ] and which is used by OMG's "Meta Object Facility" [OMG a] as well.
In Table I , starting from the bottom, the M0 layer is concerned with user data, where the valid structure of such data is defined at the M1 level, which therefore can be regarded as the intension of M0 data and is called the "model." In Table I the user data M0123 (a value for the attribute "check #" of a "check") and the value "Waldorf Astoria" (a value for the attribute "name" of a 2 In 2000 the working groups 11, 14, 15, and 16 were merged into a new working group named "ODP and Modelling Languages," which has been established as "ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7/WG19" and has been in operation since November 1st, 2000. The outstanding standardization work on ISO/CDIF encompasses the completion of the metamodels "Data Definition," "State Transition," "Data Modeling," and "Dataflow Modeling." "customer") are extensions (instances) of concepts defined in the model at the M1 level. Here, the model at the M1 layer represents the process of "check reconciliation" and will contain the exact definitions of the structure of "check" and "customers."
This abstraction process is applied to the M1 through M3 layers. The M2 level defines the intension for models at the M1 level, typically for a specific modeling domain, called subject area in EIA/CDIF. Because the models of the M2 layer describe the intension of models at the M1 layer, the models at M2 are named metamodels ("models of models"). In Table I the metamodel for the model example could be from the model domain of business process, or workflow modeling. The metamodels "Foundation" and "Common" are examples of EIA/CDIF metamodels as are "Data Modeling" and "Dataflow Modeling."
The top layer, M3, is concerned with determining the constructs available for creating metamodels and itself represents a model of metamodels. Consequently, it is called the meta-metamodel layer. In EIA/CDIF a version of an extended entity-relationship-attribute model is used as the meta-metamodel. Therefore the main building blocks are entity types, relationship types, and attributes. For the purpose of describing the concepts of the M3 layer the metametamodel itself is being used, hence the intension for the meta-metamodel is the M3 model itself.
The EIA/CDIF four-layer architecture allows for four intension/extension pairs: M3/M3, M3/M2, M2/M1, and M1/M0. The standardization efforts of EIA/CDIF are focused on the meta-metamodel, the metamodels, the extensibility of metamodels, and the exchange of metamodel and model data. Allowing for extending standardized metamodels is of paramount importance to EIA/CDIF as it becomes possible to use EIA/CDIF for CASE tools that have additional or more semantically refined concepts than the standards themselves. Yet tools adhering to the published standards are only still able to import models based on extended metamodels as the extensions must be given within the exchanged data, possibly discarding the unknown metadata and its instantiation after that process, but keeping the semantically standardized parts of it.
Conceptually, metamodel data are created by instantiating the metametamodel, and model data by instantiating the appropriate metamodel. EIA/CDIF is not concerned about the M0 layer which would be the result of instantiating the model itself.
EIA/CDIF compliant exchange of model data must adhere to -the EIA/CDIF meta-metamodel, and -the fundamental EIA/CDIF metamodel "Foundation," which may be refined by means of specialization; the mandatory usage of this metamodel causes it to become the root of every EIA/CDIF metamodel and ensures that any such metamodel is a rooted tree.
The EIA/CDIF Meta-Metamodel
The EIA/CDIF meta-metamodel realizes the M3 layer of the EIA/CDIF architecture. It defines the concepts available for creating metamodels and can therefore be regarded to be the intension of metamodels. If one implements the meta-metamodel in a (relational, object-oriented) database management system, it can be used to store the metamodel definitions and hence may serve as a repository for EIA/CDIF metamodels. Figure 1 depicts this groundlaying EIA/CDIF meta-metamodel. The EIA/CDIF meta-metamodel represents an extended entity-relationshipattribute-model (cf. Batini et al. [1992] ). It consists of a generalization hierarchy with the entity type "MetaObject" at its root and specialized attributable entity and relationship types. Entity types may be abstract or concrete and are represented as rectangles. In Figure 1 concrete entity types that may get instantiated are depicted with a light gray background. In the EIA/CDIF standards an entity type at the M3 layer is synonymously termed "meta-meta-entity."
Relationship types have a binary multiplicity and allow for defining participation constraints in the form of cardinalities with a minimum/maximum notation. They are depicted as arrows determining the direction in which a fully qualified relationship type name has to be read. The fully qualified relationship type name is built by first denoting the name of the source entity type, followed by a dot, the name of the relationship type followed by a dot and the name of the destination entity type to which the arrowhead points. For example the fully qualified name of the relationship type "IsUsedIn" therefore is called "0:N CollectableMetaObject.IsUsedIn.SubjectArea 1:N." The minimum/maximum cardinalities of this relationship type have to be interpreted as "an instance of type CollectableMetaObject must participate in at least one relationship of this type" and "an instance of type SubjectArea may participate in such relationships." In the EIA/CDIF standards a relationship type at the M3 layer is synonymously termed "meta-meta-relationship." Entity and relationship types may carry attributes, which may draw their values according to one of the predefined data types: BitMap, Boolean, Date, Enumerated, Float, Identifier, Integer, IntegerList, Point, PointList, String, Text, and Time. In the EIA/CDIF standards an attribute at the M3 layer is synonymously termed "meta-meta-attribute." At the M3 layer only meta-meta-entities may carry attributes.
The following entity types are defined in the EIA/CDIF meta-metamodel.
- The following relationship types which do not possess any attributes are defined in the EIA/CDIF meta-metamodel.
-"IsRelatedTo" ("0 4 In the case of multiple inheritance no specific order is implied. This relationship type allows for determining which ME serves as the destination for a given MR. Each instance of type MetaRelationship must participate exactly once in relationships of this type.
Standardized EIA/CDIF Metamodels
All EIA/CDIF compliant metamodels are conceptually constructed by instantiating the appropriate entity types of the M3 layer. In addition every such metamodel must use the standardized and fundamental EIA/CDIF metamodel "Foundation" as a starting point and refine by means of specialization directly or indirectly the entity type "RootEntity" and the relationship type "IsRelatedTo." This ensures that every metamodel represents a rooted tree. In this section all standardized EIA/CDIF metamodels are sketchily introduced by depicting the appropriate generalization hierarchies in a much more 3 Although the definitions of metamodels can only use binary relationship types, this does not necessarily imply that models themselves could not take advantage of n-ary relationship types. As a matter of fact, the EIA/CDIF metamodel standard for conceptual "Data Modeling" allows for the definition of n-ary, even complex relationship types. 4 This merely states that it is possible to simultaneously and directly reuse the definitions of more than one AMO by the means of specialization. informative and concise form than in the original standards. 5 Of course, the detailed definitions of the EIA/CDIF metamodels need to be taken from the original standards, which can be ordered from EIA. the M2 layer and all of its subtypes are represented as rectangles. In the EIA/CDIF standards an entity type at the M2 layer is synonymously termed "meta-entity." -"IsRelatedTo" is an instance of MetaRelationship and represents a relationship type at the M2 layer, although it is an instance of an entity type at a higher level (M3) and all of its subtypes are represented as arrows. In the EIA/CDIF standards a relationship type at the M2 layer is synonymously termed "meta-relationship." Every EIA/CDIF compliant metamodel will have to at least specialize this fundamental metamodel by refining the fundamental M2-entity type RootEntity and M2-relationship type IsRelatedTo.
This particular metamodel consists of eight CollectableMetaObjects, specifically: one AttributableMetaObject, one MetaEntity, one MetaRelationship, and five MetaAttributes. A list representation of the generalization hierarchy is given in Figure 3 . 7 2.2.2 Standardized "Semantic" EIA/CDIF Metamodels. All EIA/CDIF metamodels of this section are regarded to be of "semantic" nature, defining concepts for a specific subject area (modeling domain). In this respect these metamodels can be seen as tool and vendor independent ontologies. Tool exporters and tool importers may analyze and comprehend the EIA/CDIF metamodels independently (of each other) and create the mappings from their particular metamodel to EIA/CDIF's. This way each exporter and importer is only concerned with the mapping to and from EIA/CDIF's metamodel, insulating both from each other. 8 In the case where some concepts of the exporter's metamodel are not available in EIA/CDIF's, the extensibility mechanism can be used to extend the standardized metamodel definitions to cover the proprietary ones by means of subclassing existing EIA/CDIF AttributableMetaObjects. An importing tool is allowed to discard nonstandardized data from the transfer, yet is able to grasp as much of the meaning of the exported data as possible.
From the model at the M3 level and the fundamental M2 model "Foundation" it follows that every metamodel is an entity-relationship-attribute model and can be regarded as a (graphical) language for creating models. All model definitions are created by instantiating the appropriate AttributableMetaObjects of the respective metamodel.
2.2.2.1
The EIA/CDIF Metamodel "Common." The EIA/CDIF metamodel "Common" [EIA 1995 ] (CMN) defines those AttributableMetaObjects that the EIA/CDIF committee believed are usable/applicable in more than one subject area. For example, the metaentity AlternateName together with the metarelationship "1:1 RootEntity.Has.AlternateName 0:N" allows for annotating any metaentity (due to relating to RootEntity) with synonyms. This metamodel makes a distinction between metaentities conveying semantic 7 After the name of each AttributableObject the standerdized predefined identifier value-enclosed in asterisks (*)-for the attribute CDIFIdentifier is given. Metaentities are printed in bold if they fully participate in some metarelationship. Metarelationships are fully qualified and their cardinalities are given as well; the unqualified metarelationship names are shown in italics. 8 If all exporters and importers established ("bilateral") mappings with each other, a geometric series of mappings would be necessary.
(Semantic-InformationObject) and those conveying presentational information (PresentationInformationObject). For SemanticInformationObject one is able to explicitly categorize the respective AbstractionLevel. Also, this metamodel allows for capturing information about the user (ToolUser) who created a metaentity.
This particular metamodel consists of 45 CollectableMetaObjects; specifically: 1 AttributableMetaObject, 10 MetaEntity, 9 MetaRelationship, and 25 MetaAttributes. A list representation of the generalization hierarchy is given in Figure 4. 
2.2.2.2
The EIA/CDIF Metamodel "Data Model." The EIA/CDIF metamodel "Data Model" [EIA 1996a ] (DMOD) defines those AttributableMetaObjects that the EIA/CDIF committee believed are used in most entity-relationshipattribute based conceptual data modeling tools. For the purpose of building components the EIA/CDIF "general structuring mechanism" (GSM) is used which distinguishes between DefinitionObjects and ComponentObjects. Some metaentities in this metamodel employ multiple inheritance; if a metaentity belongs to more than one supertype it is depicted in italics in Figure 5 .
An overview of the most important concepts defined in this metamodel is as follows. Figure 5 .
2.2.2.3
The EIA/CDIF Metamodel "Data Flow." The EIA/CDIF metamodel "Data Flow" [EIA 1996b ] (DFM) defines those AttributableMetaObjects that the EIA/CDIF committee believed are used in most dataflow modeling tools. For the purpose of building components the EIA/CDIF "general structuring mechanism" (GSM) is used which distinguishes among DefinitionObjects, ComponentObjects, ReferencedElements, and EquivalenceSets. ReferencedElements allow for defining paths determining in which sequence ComponentObjects are to be built/traversed. An EquivalenceSet allows for defining two or more ComponentObjects to be (semantically) equivalent. Because the GSM is used extensively in this metamodel, there are relatively few metarelationships defined for it. Some metaentities in this metamodel employ multiple inheritance; if a metaentity belongs to more than one supertype it is depicted in italics in Figure 6 .
An overview of the most important concepts defined in this metamodel is as follows.
-ExternalAgents are the source and the sink of Flows. This particular metamodel consists of 84 CollectableMetaObjects; specifically: 1 AttributableMetaObject, 24 MetaEntity, 9 MetaRelationship, and 50 MetaAttributes. A list representation of the generalization hierarchy is given in Figure 6. 
2.2.3
The Standardized "Presentational" EIA/CDIF Metamodel "Presentation, Location and Connectivity." There is one standardized EIA/CDIF metamodel that serves the purpose of exchanging presentational information about models. This EIA/CDIF metamodel "Presentation, Location and Connectivity" [EIA 1996c ] (PLAC) defines those AttributableMetaObjects that the EIA/CDIF committee believed suitable for exchanging annotated node-edge diagrams depicted in a three-dimensional space. It is expected that PLAC models are not instantiated themselves; that is, no M0 layer will get created for them. 9 This is the first metamodel that employs the concept of a reference to metaentities, metarelationships, and values of metaattributes of a given metaentity or metarelationship.
An overview of the most important concepts defined in this metamodel follows.
-A Diagram consists of GraphicalElements, namely, Nodes and Edges, which themselves are placed as AbsolutePoints or RelativePoints relative to threedimensional Points. 
2.2.4
The EIA/CDIF Metamodel "Integrated Metamodel." The "Integrated Metamodel" is created by means of a union of all defined MetaObjects that can be used as a central EIA/CDIF repository, which also may serve as a dictionary for EIA/CDIF based modeling. Among other applications, it may help to ensure that modelers are able to reuse as much of the standardized MetaObjects as possible, either by detecting that needed ones exist already and therefore one merely needs to refer to them, or by specializing existing MetaObjects, thereby reusing all of their definitions (and specializations).
In the work carried out for [Flatscher 1998b ], all standardized EIA/CDIF metamodels, including "Foundation" were extracted from their original text, parsed, and transferred to a relational database (Oracle 7.3) for additional analysis. In this project the conceptual "Integrated Metamodel" (IMM) was created and published for the first time in public. As a result it has become possible to indicate the structure of the IMM metamodel. It consists of a total of 292 CollectableMetaObjects, specifically: 1 AttributableMetaObject, 62 MetaEntity, 60 MetaRelationship, and 169 MetaAttributes. It may be interesting to anecdotally note that over all EIA/CDIF metamodels practically the same number of metaentities and metarelationships have been defined. 
An Example: A Metamodel for Exchanging a Model
This section demonstrates how one can define a metamodel with EIA/CDIF and a model based upon it, which are both exchanged using EIA/CDIF's Syntax.1 and clear text encoding Encoding.1 for transferring model data. 10 As most people may be acquainted with the entity relationship modeling paradigm, a primitive ("bare bone") entity relationship modeling language is defined as depicted in Figure 8 , called "Bare Bone ERM." This particular modeling language hence consists of some entity type "EntType" and some relationship type "RelType," which both can be denoted with an attribute called "Name." "RelType"s are binary and they allow for denoting the minimum and maximum number of entities participating in relationships of the given type at both ends, dubbed the "source" and the "target." The arrow connecting the participating entity types with a given relationship type possesses an arrow head pointing at the "target."
Any EIA/CDIF compliant metamodel one devises must use the EIA/CDIF metamodel "Foundation" as its root as mentioned above, so "EntType" and "RelType" need to be defined as subtypes of "RootEntity" and "IsRelatedTo," respectively.
As is the case with the EIA/CDIF metamodel "Foundation," the types themselves including their attributes need to be created by instantiating the appropriate entity types in the meta-metamodel; "EntType" will be an instance of M3's "MetaEntity," "RelType" of M3's "MetaRelationship," and the "Name" attributes as well as the "RelType" attributes "MinSourceCardinality," "MaxSourceCardinality," "MinTargetCardinality," and "MaxTargetCardinality" are instances of M3's "MetaAttribute." Instances of the M3 relationship type "IsLocalAttributeOf" is used to assign the attributes to their types and instances of the M3 relationship type "HasSubtype" document the fact that "EntType" is a subtype of "RootEntity" and "RelType" is a subtype of "IsRelatedTo." Figure 9 shows the metamodel "Foundation" and how the "Bare Bone ERM" metamodel relates to it.
Given a simple entity relationship model expressed with the "Bare Bone ERM" depicting a simple automobile special interest group (ASIG), Figure 10 represents the following facts about it. "A member may own none or more vehicles" and "A vehicle must be owned exactly by one member." It follows therefore that there are members allowed to own no vehicle at all. As all of the EIA/CDIF aware tools are required by the standard to use the fundamental metamodel "Foundation," it is clear, that they are at least able to extract all "RootEntity" entity types and all "IsRelatedTo" relationship types from any EIA/CDIF compliant transfer such as the one depicted in Figure 11 should they not be able to understand the above EIA/CDIF compliant metamodel "Bare Bone ERM" itself. The more EIA/CDIF standardized metamodels get used in one's own metamodels, the more semantic information in EIA/CDIF compliant exchanges can be extracted by importer tools from models based upon unknown metamodels. 12 11 Due to space constraints some words were broken up right after a delimiting point. In such a case the line immediately following would have to be abutted to the trailing dot beginning with the first nonspace character of the following line. 12 For example, if an EIA/CDIF compliant tool that specializes the metamodel "Data Flow" in Figure 6 to include specializiations and additions for allowing the modeling of concepts unaccounted for in the original EIA/CDIF standard, then most if not all of the work that went into the creation of the metamodel "Data Flow" can be reused. In addition, if models are exchanged using the new, (Name "Owns") (MinSourceCardinality "1") (MaxSourceCardinality "1") (MinTargetCardinality "0") (MaxTargetCardinality "N") ) ) Fig. 11 . Continued.
CONCLUSION
The standardization work of EIA/CDIF [EIA b] was concluded at the end of 1998. All the resulting EIA/CDIF standards are available and can be purchased from EIA [a] . This way the results of the years' long work of highly regarded industry experts and the wealth of information contained in these standards can remain accessible for the years to come.
HTML renderings of the original EIA/CDIF AttributableMetaObject definitions can be found on the World-Wide-Web at [WU Wien].
The baselines (standards) of EIA/CDIF were transferred to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7 WG11 which has been actively developing an international standard of CDIF since in November 2000 the working group 11 merged with the newly created working group 19, "ODP and Modelling Languages." Once this more specialized metamodel, then importers, which are not aware of the specializations, but of the base "Data Flow" metamodel will still be able to extract all information pertaining to it. work on CDIF is completed, a slightly changed but international set of CDIF standards will evolve.
Many of the EIA/CDIF contributors have been actively working on codeveloping OMG standards in the context of the "Meta Object Facility" (MOF, a meta-metamodel, [OMG a; ISO/IEC 1998h]), of the "Unified Modeling Language" (UML, a metamodel [OMG b]) and the "XML Metadata Interchange" (XMI, a stream-based transfer format [Flatscher 1998a; OMG c] ). Therefore it may be expected that the EIA/CDIF standards and the experiences gained while developing them will be used as input for developing standards for modeling domains in addition to UML. As a matter of fact, if an axiomatic mapping from EIA/CDIF's meta-metamodel to MOF was done, then deriving XMI DTDs for them would be a straightforward process.
In the realm of XML an additional and interesting development could be undertaken by creating a SYNTAX.2 and ENCODING.2 CDIF exchange utilizing the work on "XML Schema" which became a W3C recommendation in May 2001 [W3C] . It would be possible to define appropriate XML schemas for the M3-, M2-, and M1-layers and by doing so, take advantage of all the applications (tools) that have been developed for manipulating XML Schema-based data to employ CDIF data exchanges.
Independently of future work on EIA/CDIF, the available set of standards contains a wealth of thoroughly devised definitions, information, and concepts, which one can put to work right away if the exchange of model data is of importance to companies and academia.
